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Subset Sums in Binary Spaces 
GILLES ZBMOR 
We establish a lower bound for the cardinality of the sum of two sets of binary vectors of a 
given length. Some applications are derived. 
1. IN~-R~DUC~I~N 
Consider the following question: given two subsets S and T of an abelian group G. 
what lower bounds can we derive on the cardinality IS + TJ of the sum S + T? When 
nothing specific is known about G, S or T, the following theorem of Kneser provides 
the most accurate answer. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Kneser). Let S and T be subsets of an abelian group G. There exists 
a subgroup H of G such that: 
(i)S+T+H=S+T; 
(ii) IS + TI a JSj + ITI - IHI_ 
Plentiful examples show that when G is an arbitrary abelian group, this bound 
cannot be improved. It remains to be seen how Kneser’s theorem can be made more 
precise in the case of particular groups. In this respect, the group that has been most 
studied is the cyclic group G = 2, of integers modulo a prime p. Since G has no proper 
subgroup, the above theorem boils down to the following theorem of Cauchy and 
Davenport: 
THEOREM 1.2 (Cauchy and Davenport). Let S and T be subsets of G = Z,. One of 
the following conditions holds: 
(i)eitherS+T=G; 
(ii) or IS + TI 2 ISI + IT1 - 1. 
The next theorem of Vosper betters this result slightly, with only small additional 
conditions required of S and T: 
THEOREM 1.3 (Vosper). Let S and T be subsets of G = Z,. Suppose that [S + TI < 
p - 1 and ISI 2 2, I TI 2 2. One of the following holds: 
(i) either S and T ure in arithmetic progression with the same difference; 
(ii) or IS + TI 2 ISI + ITI. 
Inspired by the Z, case, we have tried to prove a similar type of theorem when G is 
the group G = 2,” of binary vectors of length L. This paper is devoted to our main 
result in this direction, which gives precision to Kneser’s theorem by stating the 
following: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let S be a subset of G = Z,“, and let k be a non-negative integer. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(i) there is a proper subgroup H of G such that 
IS + HI - ISI < IHI + k; 
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(ii) for any subset T of G such that k d IT(’ - 2 and 2 < ICI - IS + T(, we have 
IS + TI 2 ISI + ITI + k. 
Note the similarity of this result to the following theorem of Mann, of which it is a 
refinement in the case G = Z$. 
THEOREM 1.5 (Mann). Let S be a subset of an abelian group G. One of the following 
holds ; 
(i) there is a proper subgroup H of G such that 
IS+H(-ISI<IHJ-1; 
(ii) for any subset T of G such that S + T # G, we have 
IS + TI 3 ISI + ITI - 1. 
For a subgroup H of a group G we shall denote the number IS + HI - ISI by 
d(S, H); note that d(S, H) = 0 iff S is a union of cosets modulo H, and that d(S, H) 
essentially describes how different S is from a union of cosets modulo H. So what 
Theorem 1.4 really does is to give substance to the natural intuition that sets S for 
which IS + T( can be small tend to cluster around cosets of a subgroup H. 
For a good introduction to subset sum problems and a proof of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 
1.3 and 1.5, see the book by Mann [9, Ch. 11. For related problems, especially in the 
case of the cyclic groups G = Z, , see [ 1,3-5,10-131. In the case when G is the group 
of binary vectors, the problem of determining lower bounds on subset sums has been 
studied less; the question probably closest to the subject that has been solved is that of 
the isoperimetric problem in the n-cube (see [7]). For a nice interpretation by 
Hamidoune of subset sums problems in terms of connectivity of Cayley graphs and 
applications, see [6] and references therein, and also [14]. For applications of subset 
sums problems to the covering radius of linear codes, see [2,14,15]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains notation and a brief discussion 
of the quantity d(S, H). Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.4, the short 
subsection 3.2 sketching it very briefly. Finally, Section 4 gives two applications of the 
theorem. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Given a subset S of an abelian group G, and a subgroup H of G, we denote by S/H 
the set of cosets modulo H induced by S; in other words, S/H denotes the subset of the 
quotient group G/H consisting of those cosets modulo H that contain at least one 
element of S. 
2.1. The quantify d(S, H) 
As mentioned in the introduction, given an abelian group G, a subgroup H and a 
subset S of G, we define d(S, H) = IS + HI - IS(. (Call this integer the defect of S 
relative to H, for example.) We will need to write down a few basic facts concerning 
this quantity. Note first that we have the following relation 
IS1 = IS/HI IHl- d(S, H). 
Note also the following easy refinement of Kneser’s theorem. 
(1) 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let S and T be subsets of the abelian group G. There exists u 
subgroup H of G such that: 
(i)S+T+H=S+T; 
(ii) 1s + TI 2 ISI + ITI - IHI + d(S, H) + d(T, H). 
PROOF. Apply Kneser’s theorem and choose a subgroup H of maximal cardinality 
verifying condition (i) of the corollary and (S + T( 2 ISI + I T( - I HI. We claim that 
(S/H + T/HI 3 IS/HI + IT/HI - 1. (2) 
Otherwise, apply Kneser’s theorem again to find a proper subgroup K of G/H such 
that S/H + T/H = S/H + T/H + K and 
IS/H + T/HI 2 IS/HI + IT/HI - IK(). 
Then the group H x K, considered to be a subgroup of G, verifies the conclusion of 
Kneser’s theorem and is larger than H, a contradiction. Hence claim (2) holds. from 
which we obtain: 
(S+T(=IS+T+H(=IH(IS/H+TIHI 
3 IHI IS/HI + IHI IT/HI - IHI 
lS + TI 3 JS( + d(S, H) + ITI + d(T, H) - IHI. Ll 
We will also need the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. If H is a subgroup of G and A is a subgroup of GIH, identifying G 
with (G/H) x H we have: 
d(S, H x A) = d(S/H, A) IHI + d(S, H). 
PKOOF. We have 
d(S, H x A) = IS + (H x A)1 - JSI 
=IS+(HxA)I-JS+HI+IS+H)-(SJ 
= IS + (H x A)( - (HI IS/HI + d(S, H). 
It is easy to see that S + (H X A) = (S/H + A) x H; hence IS + (H x A)1 = IH( IS/H -t 
A (: hence the lemma. iI3 
We also need to recall the following well known application of the pigeonhole 
principle. 
LEMMA 2.2. If S and T are subsets of the abelian group G such that ISI + (TI > (GI 
then S -1 T = G. 
From now on, G will denote exclusively the group of binary vectors of length 
L, G = zi. 
For a subset S of G, we denote by S the complement of S in G, i.e. S = G\S. 
To prove Theorem 1.4, there is no loss of generality in supposing that 0 ES (just 
translate S), and that S generates G, (just restrict attention to the group generated by 
S). We shall suppose that those conditions are realised throughout the next section. 
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3. THE MAIN RESULT 
The purpose of this section is the proof of Theorem 1.4. Our hypothesis is as follows: 
S and T are two subsets of G verifying 
(i) 0 E S and S generates G, 
(ii) k is a non-negative integer such that, for any proper subgroup H of G, we have 
d(S, H) 3 (HI + k, and 
(iii) k < IT(* - 2 and IS + 7J > 2. 
Our goal, which will provide a proof of Theorem 1.4, is to prove the following 
inequality: 
IS + TI 2 (SI + I TJ + k. (3) 
3.1. The sets E and C 
Let E be a subset of G, with maximal cardinality, verifying: 
(I) T = E, 
(II) IS + El 3 2, and 
(III) (S + El - IS + TI i IEl - ITI 
(note that such an E exists, since T verifies (I), (II) and (III)). To prove (3) we need 
only prove that: 
IS + El 2 IS( + IEl + k 
(to see this, just note that substractingI1) from (4) yields (3)). 
We now define the set C by C = S + E. 
(4) 
3.2. Outline of the proof 
The difficulty with this combinatorial problem is to make some kind of structure 
apparent, which is the purpose of the sets C and E above. The starting point is Lemma 
3.1, which enables us to discover properties of the set E; namely, that it admits a 
decomposition into E = E0 U E,, where El is a union of cosets modulo a certain 
subgroup H. Section 3.3 is devoted to the properties of E0 and E,; then the next 
sections draw out the consequences, the main idea being to use the condition 
d(S, H) 2 JH( + k on the sum S + El to obtain (4). 
3.3. Structure of the set E 
LEMMA 3.1. There do not exist simultaneously e E E and three distinct elements c, c’ 
and c” of C such that: 
(a) e+c+c’E E; 
(b) e + c + C” $ E. 
PROOF. Suppose that c, c’, c” and e do exist; then set E’ = E U [e + (c + C)]. 
Condition (b) implies that IE’I > IEl. We shall show that E’ verifies properties (I), (II) 
and (III). Suppose that 6 is in S + E’ but not in S + E; this means that 6 is in C and 
that there exists a y in C such that s + e + c + y = 6 for a certain s E S. But then this 
implies s + e + c + 6 = y and so e + c + 6 r# E by definition of C; in other words, 
e + c + S E E’\E. This implies IS + E’I - IS + E( 6 JE’I - JEl, proving that E’ verifies 
property (III). 
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To prove that E’ verifies property (II), we show that c and c’ do not belong to 
s+E”: 
(1) c $ S + E’; otherwise there is a y in C and s in S such that s + (e + c + y) = c, but 
then ,s + e = y contradicts y E C. 
(2) c’#S+E’; otherwise there are yeC and seS such that c’=s+e+c+y, but 
then y = s + (e + c + c’) and, by property (a), e + c + c’ E E. This contradicts y E C. 
Property (I) is obvious, so E’ verifies both (E’I > (E( and properties (I), (II) and (III). 
This contradicts the maximality of E and therefore proves lemma 3.1. Cl 
Let c0 be any element of C, and set D = co + C, so that D contains 0. Lemma 3.1 
enables us to partition E into two subsets, E = E. U E, with: 
(l)VeEEo, VdeD, d+O,wehavee+d$E; 
(2)VeEEl,VdED,wehavee+deE. 
The two next lemmas show the particularities of El and E,,. 
By definition of El we have El + D c E. Since for any d # 0 of D we have 
(E. + d) fl E = 0, we have (E. + d) rl El = 0 and therefore (El + d) n E. = 0. This 
means that we have El + D = E,. Now let H be the subgroup of G generated by D. We 
have ,just proved the following: 
LEMMA 3.2 (property of E,). El is a union of cosets mod&o H; i.e. El + H = E,. 
Let z = lEoI. Let t be the number of non-zero elements of D, so that ICI = 1 D I = 
1 + t. 
LEMMA 3.3 (property of E,). IEo + DI = IEo( ]DI = z(t + 1). 
PROOF. Note that for any d E D\(O) and e E E, we have, by definition of 
Eo, e + d $ Eo, so that if the lemma were not true we would have, for example, 
e + d = e’ + d’ with e, e’ E Eo, d, d’ E D\(O) with e fe’ and d Zd’. Writing that 
d=c,,+c and d’=co+c’, we obtain e+c+c’=e’EE. On the other hand, e+c-t- 
c,, = e + d $ E since e E Eo. So we have an element e of E, and three elements c, c’ and 
c0 of C that contradict the conclusion of Lemma 3.1. Cl 
LEMMA 3.4. We have the following bound on z = I E,,(: z < t. 
PROOF. Choose an element d #O in D, with d = co + c. Set E’ = E U (E,, + d). 
Suppose that we have z > t: 
(i) E’ is such that IS + E’I 2 2 (condition (II)), since clearly co $ S + E’ and c $ S + E’. 
(ii) This last fact implies 
IS + E’I - IS + El s ICI - 2 = t - 1: 
furthermore, by definition of E. we have (E’I = JE( + I E,I. This implies 
IS+E’I-IS+Elct-lsIE’(-(El. 
Since t 3 1, we have .z 3 1, so that E’ verifies both IE’I > [El and properties (I), (II) 
and (III), which is a contradiction-hence the lemma. I7 
The rest of the proof splits into two cases. 
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3.4. Case 1: El=0 
In that case z = IEl. Set E’ = E + D. By Lemma 3.3, IE’I = (1 + t) [El, and E’ is 
constructed in such a way that c,$ S + E’, so that (S + E’I s IS + E( + t, and we can 
apply Theorem 1.5 to obtain: 
IS + E’I a ISI + (E’( - 1 
2 ISI + (1 + t) IEI - 1; 
hence 
IS+ElaJS+E’I-t 
a IS( + IEI + t((El - 1) - 1. 
But then, applying Lemma 3.4 with z = I El, 
(S + El 2 (S( + [El + (1151 + l)(jEl - 1) - 1, 
which gives us (4) since k s ) T)* - 2 G (El* - 2. 
3.5. Case2: E,#0 
First we derive a lower bound for IS + Eli. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. We have 15 + El1 2 )SI + IElI + k. 
PROOF. By Corollary 2.1, to Kneser’s theorem, there exists a subgroup A of G/H 
such that: 
(i) E,/H + S/H + A = E,IH + S/H; 
(ii) IS/H + El/HI 3 IS/HI + IEJHI - IAl + d(SIH, A); 
but then, by Lemma 3.2, S + El + H = S + E,, so that 
IS + E,I = IH( (S/H + El/HI. 
Hence, applying (1)) 
IS + &I 2 ISI + 4% H) + I&l - I4 IHI + W/H, A) IHI 
and Lemma 2.1 turns this inequality into 
IS + Cl 2 PI + l&l - IAI IHI + W, H x A), 
but S has been chosen such that d(S, H x A) 2 IH x Al + k. This and the above 
inequality conclude the proof. cl 
Now suppose that S + El contains at least two cosets modulo H. Then we can write 
IS+Els(S+E,I+IHI 
2 IS + El1 + t + 1 
2 IS + E,( + z + 1 by Lemma 3.4 
a IS + El1 + IE( - lEll + 1 
and Proposition 3.1 yields IS + E I 5 ISI + IE I + k. We have therefore proved: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Either IS + El 2 ISI + I El + k (and we are finished) or S + El = 
c,+H. 
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Suppose therefore that we have S + El = co + H. Set 1Z-Z) = 1 + f + h. Next we study 
h. Suppose we have h = 0. This means that IHI = ICI = IDJ, i.e. H = D and C = co + H. 
In that case 
We claim that 
S+E+H=S+E=G\(c,+H). (3 
I(S + E)/HI 3 (S/HI + (E/HI - 1: 
otherwise G would contain IS/HI + IEIHI - 1 cosets mod H or less by (5), and we 
would have IS + HI + JE + HI > ICI, which implies, by Lemma 2.2, that (S + H) + 
(E + f-Z) = G, contradicting (5). So we have: 
IS + El 2 IHI (IS/HI + IEIHI - 1) 
Z= [El + ISJ + d(S, H) - IHI 
IS + El 3 ISI + IEl + k 
by our initial hypothesis. We have therefore proved: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Either IS + El 3 ISj + IEl + k or h 3 1, i.e. H # D. 
Proposition 3.2 tells us that IS + El - IS + E,( = h. Now suppose that z c h; then we 
have 
IS + E( 3 IS + El1 + z 
IS + El L JS + E,I + (El - IElI 
and with Proposition 3.1 we obtain 
IS + El 3 (SI + IE( + k. 
This, together with Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, gives us: 
PR.OPOSITION 3.4. EitherIS+E(~ISI+IE(+korl~h<z<t<IH(-1. 
So the only case left to examine is when 1 s h < z < t < (HI - 1, which we now 
suppose. 
First note that if tslIHj/2 then h = JHJ -t- l>lIHl/2- 1. But h <z <t, so 
h c t - 2 c IHI/ - 2 is a contradiction. Hence 
t > (Hl/2. 
We can therefore set t = IHI/ + u and h = [HI/2 - u - 1, with u a positive integer. 
We now choose a non-zero element of D, d = c,, + c, and look at the set d + D. We 
have d -1 D c H and 
So, by definition of h, there is a subset A of D, of cardinality 2~ + 2, with the property 
that 
SEA 3 d+6ED 
Now set E’ = E U (& + A). E’ verifies the following: 
(a) (i)c,$E’+S(otherwisec,=s+e+c,+c’, for some c’ E C, implies that s + e - 
c’ E C and contradicts the definition of C). 
(ii) c $ E’ + S. To prove this, suppose that c E S + E’; then, for some e E EO and 
(YEA, we have c=s+e+&, which can be written s+e+c=b: add d to both 
sides of this last equality, and use 6 + d E D to obtain that s + e E C, again a 
contradiction. 
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(b) Lemma 3.3 implies that (& + A( = JEo( JAI; hence IE’I - [El = z(2u + 1) and 
IE’I - (El > h(2u + 1) because z > h 
>h-+2u because h 3 1 
>(Hl/2-u-1+2u 
IE’( - [El a (HI/2 + u 
IE’I - IElz 1. 
Together, (a) and (b) therefore give us 
So E’ verifies properties (I), (II) and (III), which contradicts the maximality of E. So 
we have actually proved that the case 1 s h < z < t < IHI - 1 cannot occur. This 
concludes the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
We will give two applications of Theorem 1.4. They both make use of the following 
lemma, which is a consequence of the pigeonhole principle. G still denotes Z$. 
LEMMA 4.1. If S generates G, 0 E S, and H is a subgroup of G such that 
d(S, H) s JHI - 1, then we have: 
S+S+H=S+S. 
PROOF. We can obviously suppose that H is a proper subgroup. Let S = S, U S, U 
- - - U S, be the partition of S induced by the partition of G into cosets modulo H. In 
other words, for all i, Si is non-empty and included in a single coset Ci = Si + H modulo 
H (and Sj tl Ci = 0 for i #i). 
Note that n 2 2, since S generates G (and we have supposed that G admits proper 
subgroups). d(S, H)s IHI - 1 implies that I&( + IS,1 > IHI whenever i #j, so that 
Isi + $1 + Jsj + Sjl > (HI, and Lemma 2.2 tells US that H =si + sj + Si + Sj. In other 
words, Si + Sj is a coset modulo H; Si + Sj + H = Si + Sj. 
So we have just proved that S + S consists of a union of cosets modulo H plus the set 
Z= lJlsi_, (Si + Si). But, clearly, 2 c H. In addition, since n 22 and d(S, H) c 
lH( - 1, there is at least one of the Si which is such that lSil> 4 (HI; again applying 
Lemma 2.2 we have H = Si + Si, so necessarily 2 = H and we have S + S + H = S + S. 
0 
4.1. Generating G with two additions 
Here we ask the following question: How large can a generating set S (containing 0) 
of G be if it is such that S + S + S # G? A bound is given by the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. ZfSgeneratesG,OESand IS(>ilGl,then 
S+S+S=G. 
PROOF. We first check this result (easily) for L 6 4 (L is the dimension of G), and 
use induction on L. 
(i) either JS + SJ < 2 (Sl (then Theorem 1.4 with k = 0 implies that there is a proper 
subgroup of G for which d(S, H) c IHI - 1; then Lemma 4.1 implies S + S + H = 
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S + S, so S + S + S is a union of cosets modulo H; in addition IS/HI > 4 (G/HI, so by 
the induction hypothesis S/H + S/H + S/H = G/H; therefore S + S + S = G). 
$i)=or,‘S + S( 2 2 IS] (therefore ]Sl+ (S + SI > (G( and Lemma 2.2 implies that S + S + 
I . Cl 
See [15] for more on this problem. 
4.2. Characterizing the subsets of G such that IS + SI < 2 ISI 
When a generating subset S of G such that S + S f G is chosen ‘at random’, IS + S( 
is usually much larger than 2 IS]. Yet some subsets S can have quite a small IS + S( : 
Theorem 1.4 enables us to determine exactly those that have IS + SI < 2 ISI. 
We proceed as follows. Let S be a generating set verifying 0 ES, S + S # G and 
IS + SI ~2 IS]. If IS + S( 32, then by Theorem 1.4 (with k = 0) there is a proper 
subgroup H such that d(S, H) c (HI - 1. By Lemma 4.1, S + S is a union of cosets 
modulo H so that IS + S] = (HI IS/H + S/HI, and we have IS/H + S/HI <2 IS/HI. 
Therefore if S + S contains more than one coset modulo H, we can reapply Theorem 
1.4 and find a subgroup A of S/H such that d(SIH, A) c IA( - 1. Lemma 2.1 then tells 
us that 
d(S,HxA)<lHxAl-1. 
If we repeat this procedure we will finally find a subgroup K of G such that 
(i) d(S, K) 6 ]lyl - 1, 
(ii) ?%S is a single coset modulo K. 
Set G, == G/K and G, = K and the identification G = G, x G2. Let S1 = S/K. We have 
ISi + &I< 2 (&I and IS, + S,( = IGil - 1. This clearly proves that IS,1 = $ lG,l and that 
there is a unique e E Gi such that Si + S1 = G,\(e). This last fact means that only one 
element of each coset modulo (0, e} can be in S,; and since I.!$] = IG,l/2, all the 
cosets modulo (0, e} are represented in S,. 
Putting all this together, and after a little rearranging, we obtain the following: 
PROPCMTION 4.2. All generating subsets S of G = Z,” such that 0 E S, S + S # G and 
IS + SI <: 2 ISI can be constructed in the following way. 
Choose two non-negative integers L1 and L2 such that L = L1 + L2 with L, 3 3, and 
set G1 = Z$‘, Gz = 22, so that G = G1 x G,. Choose a non-zero element e of G, and a 
hyperplane P of G, not containing e. Choose any function: G, + (0, l} such that 
E(O) = 0 and such that the set S1 = {p + e(p)e 1 p E P} generates G,. Then set S == 
(S, x G,:)\U, where II is any subset of S, x G2 satisfying: IUI < 1 IG,l. 
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